Health, Wellness, & Modern Green Living

Organic Spa Magazine Celebrates Its 10th Anniversary

The leading wellness and natural beauty media brand celebrates 10 years and hosts fifth annual Experience Wellness and Travel Media Event in New York City

New York, NY (March xx, 2017) – Organic Spa Magazine, the leading wellness living magazine in America, is celebrating 10 years of providing its readers with expert advice on health, wellness, natural and organic beauty, green travel, ethical fashion and sustainable design. With the mission to inspire, motivate and educate today’s wellness consumers, the publication continues to inspire its audience with new ways of living, thinking and being. Organic Spa Media remains the fastest growing green consumer media brand today and is recognized as the leading voice for the sophisticated wellness consumer in the natural and organic marketplace.

After overwhelming success hosting its Experience Wellness and Travel Media Event for the past four years on the east and west coasts, Organic Spa Magazine brings it back again this April to Conrad New York, in conjunction with Earth Day. The purpose of this event is to activate the merging of two very important worlds – the spa world and the modern green world, both sharing the same mission and principle of living a more meaningful and balanced life. As the once alternative green and organic lifestyle becomes the new sustainable mainstream, the time for wellness and eco companies to gain mass-market exposure is more important than ever. This year’s west coast event will take place in Los Angeles in October.

“We’re on an amazing journey, and it is a privilege to be at the forefront of eco-conscious living,” said Rona Berg, Editor in Chief, Organic Spa Magazine. “Our Experience Wellness and Travel Media Event is a way for us to bring together important media with top brands and influencers in the wellness space.”

This year’s New York City event will feature brands such as Aura Cacia, Boiron USA, Columbia Skin Care/F.C. Sturtevant, Cancun Tourism, KPS Essentials, Meadowood, NeoCell, R&R Resorts, Riviera Maya, Shire City Herbals-Fire Cider, The Body Holiday, Skin Fitness, Caravel/Divani Hotels, Gaia Herbs, The Madison Collection, MyChelle, Nubian Heritage, RomaSi/Pura Botanica, Deer Lake Lodge, Sparitul, Pura Botanica, Rejuva Minerals, Nyakio, SheaMoisture, Mind Body Spirit Network, Himalaya Herbal Healthcare, and Honey Bee Gardens.

“Each year we have the opportunity to create bigger and better exposure for our partners, and we’re excited to continue the tradition,” said Bev Maloney-Fischback, Founder, CEO & Publisher, Organic Spa
“We would not be able to inspire our community to live healthier, fulfilled lives if it weren’t for dedication of our sponsors.”
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About Organic Spa Magazine:
Published by Organic Spa Media, LTD, Organic Spa Magazine is the leading wellness living magazine in American today and the only eco luxury title on newsstands.

With the primary mission of bringing the values of spa wisdom, health and wellness into the green, eco and sustainable lifestyle, Organic Spa Magazine has not only created a new consumer lifestyle category, but is a practical tool on how to face our global health and wellness crisis and help consumers live a more healthy and balanced life.

Recognized as one of the TOP 30 Magazine Launches in 2007, Organic Spa Magazine is also one of the fastest growing green consumer magazines today. With a readership of over 375,000, Organic Spa Magazine is recognized as the leading voice for the sophisticated green consumer in the natural/organic product and wellness marketplace.
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